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  After a lecture on cosmology and the structure of the solar system, 

William James was accosted by a little old lady. 

  “Your theory that the sun is the center of the solar system, and the earth is 

a ball which rotates around it has a very convincing ring to it, Mr. James, 

but it's wrong. I've got a better theory,” said the little old lady.  

  “And what is that, madam?” inquired James politely.  

  “That we live on a crust of earth which is on the back of a giant turtle.”  

  Not wishing to demolish this absurd little theory by bringing to bear the 

masses of scientific evidence he had at his command, James decided 

to gently dissuade his opponent by making her see some of the 

 inadequacies of her position.  

  “If your theory is correct, madam,” he asked, “what does this turtle stand on?”  

  “You're a very clever man, Mr. James, and that's a very good question” 

replied the little old lady, “but I have an answer to it. And it is this: 

the first turtle stands on the back of a second, far larger, turtle, who 

stands directly under him.”   

  “But what does this second turtle stand on?” persisted James patiently.   

  To this the little old lady crowed triumphantly. “It’s no use, Mr. James—

it's turtles all the way down.”  

  J. R. ROSS,    Constraints on Variables in Syntax     

   Introduction 
 A method definition that includes a call to itself is said to be  recursive . Like most 
modern programming languages, Java allows methods to be recursive; if used with a 
little care, this can be a useful programming technique. In this chapter, we introduce 
the basic techniques needed for defining successful recursive methods. There is nothing 
in this chapter that is truly unique to Java. If you are already familiar with recursion, 
you can safely skip this chapter. No new Java elements are introduced here. 

  Prerequisites 
  Except for the subsections on binary search and searching for a file, this chapter uses 
material only from  Chapters   1   –   5   . The subsection entitled  “Binary Search”  also uses 
the basic material on one-dimensional arrays from  Chapter   6    and the Example entitled 
 “Finding a File”  uses material from the  File  class in  Chapter   10   . 

11 Recursion

recursive
method
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       You may postpone all or part of this chapter if you wish. Nothing in the rest of this 
book requires any of this chapter.     

     11.1 Recursive  void  Methods 

  I remembered too that night which is at the middle of the Thousand and One 
Nights when Scheherazade (through a magical oversight of the copyist) begins to 
relate word for word the story of the Thousand and One Nights, establishing the 
risk of coming once again to the night when she must repeat it, and thus to infinity. 

  JORGE LUIS BORGES,    The Garden of Forking Paths    

 When you are writing a method to solve a task, one basic design technique is to 
break the task into subtasks. Sometimes it turns out that at least one of the subtasks 
is a smaller example of the same task. For example, if the task is to search a list for 
a particular value, you might divide this into the subtask of searching the first half 
of the list and the subtask of searching the second half of the list. The subtasks of 
searching the halves of the list are “smaller” versions of the original task. Whenever 
one subtask is a smaller version of the original task to be accomplished, you can solve 
the original task by using a recursive method. We begin with a simple example to 
illustrate this technique. (For simplicity, our examples are static methods; however, 
recursive methods need not be static.)    

 Recursion 

In Java, a method definition may contain an invocation of the method being defined. In such 
cases, the method is said to be recursive.

   EXAMPLE:  Vertical Numbers 

  Display   11.1    contains a demonstration program for a recursive method named 
writeVertical , which takes one (nonnegative)  int  argument and writes that  int
to the screen with the digits going down the screen one per line. For example, the 
invocation

  writeVertical(1234);  

 would produce the output 

  1  
  2  
  3  
  4  

(continued)
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 Display 11.1   A Recursive  void  Method  

    1   public class  RecursionDemo1   
    2  {   
    3       public static void  main(String[] args)   
    4      {   
    5          System.out.println("writeVertical(3):");   
    6          writeVertical(3);   

    7          System.out.println("writeVertical(12):");   
    8          writeVertical(12);   

    9          System.out.println("writeVertical(123):");   
   10          writeVertical(123);   
   11      }   

   12       public static void  writeVertical(int n)   
   13      {   
   14           if  (n < 10)   
   15          {   
   16              System.out.println(n);   
   17          }   
   18           else   //n is two or more digits long: 
   19          {   
   20              writeVertical(n / 10);   
   21              System.out.println(n % 10);   
   22          }   
   23      }   
   24  }   

   Sample Dialogue   

   writeVertical(3): 
 3 
 writeVertical(12): 
 1 
 2 
 writeVertical(123): 
 1 
 2 
 3    
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 The task to be performed by  writeVertical  may be broken down into the following 
two subtasks: 

Simple Case: If n < 10 , then write the number  n  to the screen. 

 After all, if the number is only one digit long, the task is trivial. 

Recursive Case: If n >= 10 , then do two subtasks: 

   1.   Output all the digits except the last digit.  

  2.   Output the last digit.   

 For example, if the argument were  1234 , the first part would output 

  1  
  2  
  3  

 and the second part would output  4 . This decomposition of tasks into subtasks can 
be used to derive the method definition. 

 Subtask 1 is a smaller version of the original task, so we can implement this 
subtask with a recursive call. Subtask 2 is just the simple case we listed previously. 
Thus, an outline of our algorithm for the method writeVertical  with parameter  n
is given by the following pseudocode: 

   if  (n < 10)  
  {  
      System.out.println(n);   
 }  
   else  //n is two or more digits long: 
  {  

      writeVertical(the number n with the last digit removed);

      System.out.println(the last digit of n);
  }  

  If you observe the following identities, it is easy to convert this pseudocode to a 
complete Java method definition: 

  n / 10 is the number n with the last digit removed. 
 n % 10 is the last digit of n.

 For example,  1234 / 10  evaluates to  123  and  1234 % 10  evaluates to  4 . 
(continued)

EXAMPLE: (continued)

   Recursive subtask   
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  Tracing a Recursive Call 

 Let’s see exactly what happens when the following method call is made (as in  Display   11.1   ):  

 writeVertical(123);  

 When this method call is executed, the computer proceeds just as it would with any 
method call. The argument 123  is substituted for the parameter  n , and the body of 
the method is executed. After the substitution of 123  for  n , the code to be executed is 
equivalent to 

  if  (123 < 10)   
 {   
     System.out.println(123);   
 }   
  else   //n is two or more digits long:     
 {   
     writeVertical(123 / 10);   
     System.out.println(123 % 10);   
 }   

 Because  123  is not less than  10 , the  else  part is executed. However, the  else  part 
begins with the method call 

 writeVertical(n / 10);  

EXAMPLE: (continued)

 The following is the complete code for the method:  

  public static void  writeVertical( int  n)   
 {   
     if  (n < 10)   
    {  
         System.out.println(n);   
    }   
     else   //n is two or more digits long:    
    {  
         writeVertical(n / 10);   
        System.out.println(n % 10);  
     }  

  }   

   Computation will stop here 
until the recursive call 
returns.   
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 which (because  n  is equal to  123 ) is the call  

 writeVertical(123 / 10);  

 which is equivalent to  

 writeVertical(12);  

 When execution reaches this recursive call, the current method computation is placed 
in suspended animation and this recursive call is executed. When this recursive call is 
finished, the execution of the suspended computation will return to this point and the 
suspended computation will continue from this point. 

 The recursive call  

 writeVertical(12);  

 is handled just like any other method call. The argument  12  is substituted for the 
parameter n , and the body of the method is executed. After substituting  12  for  n , there 
are two computations, one suspended and one active, as follows: 

  if  (123 < 10)   
 {   
     System.out.println(12);   
 }   
  else  //n is two or more digits long: 
 {   
     writeVertical(12 / 10);   
     System.out.println(12 % 10);   
 }  

 Because  12  is not less than  10 , the  else  part is executed. However, as you already 
saw, the else  part begins with a recursive call. The argument for the recursive call is 
n/10 , which in this case is equivalent to  12/10 . So, this second computation of the 
method writeVertical  is suspended, and the following recursive call is executed:  

 writeVertical(12 / 10);  

 which is equivalent to  

 writeVertical(1);  

  if  (12 < 10)   
 {   
     System.out.println(12);   
 }   
else //n is two or more digits long: 
 {   
     writeVertical(12 / 10);   
     System.out.println(12 % 10);   
 }    

   Computation will stop here 
until the recursive call 
returns.   
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 At this point, there are two suspended computations waiting to resume, and the 
computer begins to execute this new recursive call, which is handled just like all the 
previous recursive calls. The argument 1  is substituted for the parameter  n , and the body 
of the method is executed. At this point, the computation looks like the following: 

 When the body of the method is executed this time, something different happens. 
Because 1  is less than  10 , the Boolean expression in the  if-else  statement is  true , 
 so the statement before the  else  is executed. That statement is simply an output 
statement that writes the argument 1  to the screen, so the call  writeVertical(1)
writes 1  to the screen and ends without any recursive call.   

 When the call  writeVertical(1)  ends, the suspended computation that is waiting 
for it to end resumes where that suspended computation left off, as shown by the 
following:

output the 
digit 1

  if  (123 < 10)   
 {   
     System.out.println(1);   
 }   
  else   //n is two or more digits long:     
 {   
     writeVertical(1 / 10);   
     System.out.println(1 % 10);   
 }  

    if  (12 < 10)   
 {   
     System.out.println(1);   
 }   
  else   //n is two or more digits long:     
 {   
     writeVertical(1 / 10);   
     System.out.println(1 % 10);   
 }   

  if  (1 < 10)   
 {   
     System.out.println(1);   
 }   
  else   //n is two or more digits long:
 {   
     writeVertical(1 / 10);   
     System.out.println(1 % 10);   
 }  

   No recursive 
call this time.   

    if  (123 < 10)   
 {   
     System.out.println(12);   
 }   
  else   //n is two or more digits long:    
 {    
     writeVertical(12 / 10);   
     System.out.println(12 % 10);   
 }  

  if  (12 < 10)   
 {   
     System.out.println(12);   
 }   
  else   //n is two or more digits long: 
 {   
     writeVertical(12 / 10);   
     System.out.println(12 % 10);   
 }  

  Computation resumes 
here.  
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 When this suspended computation resumes, it executes an output statement that 
outputs the value 12 % 10 , which is  2 . That ends that computation, but there is 
yet another suspended computation waiting to resume. When this last suspended 
computation resumes, the situation is 

output the 
digit 2

   Computation resumes 
here.   

  if  (123 < 10)   
 {   
     System.out.println(123);   
 }   
  else   //n is two or more digits long:
 {   
     writeVertical(123 / 10);   
     System.out.println(123 % 10);   

 }  

 When this last suspended computation resumes, it outputs the value  123 % 10 , which is  3 , 
and the execution of the original method call ends. And, sure enough, the digits 1 ,  2 , and  3
have been written to the screen one per line, in that order. 

  A Closer Look at Recursion 

 The definition of the method  writeVertical  uses recursion. Yet, we did nothing 
new or different in evaluating the method call writeVertical(123) .  We treated it 
just like any of the method calls we saw in previous chapters.  We simply substituted 
the argument 123  for the parameter  n  and then executed the code in the body of the 
method definition. When we reached the recursive call 

 writeVertical(123 / 10)  

 we simply repeated this process one more time. 
 The computer keeps track of recursive calls in the following way. When a method 

is called, the computer plugs in the arguments for the parameter(s) and begins to 
execute the code. If it should encounter a recursive call, then it temporarily stops 
its computation, because it must know the result of the recursive call before it can 
proceed. It saves all the information it needs to continue the computation later on, 
and proceeds to evaluate the recursive call. When the recursive call is completed, the 
computer returns to finish the outer computation. 

 The Java language places no restrictions on how recursive calls are used in method 
definitions. However, in order for a recursive method definition to be useful, it must 
be designed so that any call of the method must ultimately terminate with some piece 
of code that does not depend on recursion. The method may call itself, and that 
recursive call may call the method again. The process may be repeated any number of 

output the 
digit 3

how
recursion

works

how
recursion

ends
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times. However, the process will not terminate unless eventually one of the recursive 
calls does not depend on recursion to return a value. The general outline of a successful 
recursive method definition is as follows: 

•   One or more cases in which the method accomplishes its task by using recursive 
call(s) to accomplish one or more smaller versions of the task. 

•   One or more cases in which the method accomplishes its task without the use of 
any recursive calls. These cases without any recursive calls are called base cases  or 
stopping cases .       

   Often an  if-else  statement determines which of the cases will be executed. A typical 
scenario is for the original method call to execute a case that includes a recursive call. 
That recursive call may in turn execute a case that requires another recursive call. For 
some number of times, each recursive call produces another recursive call, but eventually 
one of the stopping cases should apply. Every call of the method must eventually lead to a 
stopping case, or else the method call will never end because of an infinite chain of recursive 
calls.  (In practice, a call that includes an infinite chain of recursive calls will usually 
terminate abnormally rather than actually running forever.) 

 The most common way to ensure that a stopping case is eventually reached 
is to write the method so that some (positive) numeric quantity is decreased on 
each recursive call and to provide a stopping case for some “small” value. This is 
how we designed the method writeVertical  in  Display   11.1   . When the method 
writeVertical  is called, that call produces a recursive call with a smaller argument. 
This continues with each recursive call producing another recursive call until the 
argument is less than 10 . When the argument is less than  10 , the method call ends 
without producing any more recursive calls and the process works its way back to the 
original call and the process ends.   

base case 

stopping
case

  General Form of a Recursive Method Definition 

The general outline of a successful recursive method definition is as follows: 

   •   One or more cases that include one or more recursive calls to the method being defined. 
These recursive calls should solve “smaller” versions of the task performed by the 
method being defined. 

  •   One or more cases that include no recursive calls. These cases without any recursive
calls are called base cases or stopping cases .
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  PITFALL: Infinite Recursion 

 In the example of the method  writeVertical  discussed in the previous subsections, 
the series of recursive calls eventually reached a call of the method that did not 
involve recursion (that is, a stopping case was reached). If, on the other hand, every 
recursive call produces another recursive call, then a call to the method will, in theory, 
run forever. This is called infinite recursion . In practice, such a method will typically 
run until the computer runs out of resources and the program terminates abnormally. 

 Examples of infi nite recursion are not hard to come by. The following is a syntacti-
cally correct Java method defi nition, which might result from an attempt to defi ne an 
alternative version of the method  writeVertical :

    public static void  newWriteVertical( int  n)  
  {  
          newWriteVertical(n / 10);   
         System.out.println(n % 10);  
  }  

 If you embed this definition in a program that calls this method, the program 
will compile with no error messages and you can run the program. Moreover, 
the definition even has a certain reasonableness to it. It says that to output the 
argument to newWriteVertical , first output all but the last digit and then output 
the last digit. However, when called, this method will produce an infinite sequence 
of recursive calls. If you call newWriteVertical(12) , that execution will stop 
to execute the recursive call newWriteVertical(12/10) , which is equivalent to 
newWriteVertical(1) . The execution of that recursive call will, in turn, stop to 
execute the recursive call 

  newWriteVertical(1 / 10);  

 which is equivalent to 

  newWriteVertical(0);  

 This, in turn, will stop to execute the recursive call  newWriteVertical(0 / 10);  which 
is also equivalent to 

  newWriteVertical(0);  

 This will produce another recursive call to again execute the same recursive 
method call newWriteVertical(0);  and so on, forever. Because the definition of 
newWriteVertical  has no stopping case, the process will proceed forever (or until 
the computer runs out of resources). ■
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  Self-Test Exercises 

  1.    What is the output of the following program? 

   public class  Exercise1  
  {  
       public static void  main(String[] args)  
      {  
          cheers(3);  
      }  
       public static void  cheers( int  n)  
      {  
           if  (n == 1)  
          {  
              System.out.println("Hurray");  
          }  
           else   
          {  
              System.out.println("Hip");  
              cheers(n – 1);  
          }  
      }  
  }    

  2.    Write a recursive  void  method that has one parameter that is an integer and 
that writes to the screen the number of asterisks '*'  given by the argument. The 
output should be all on one line. You can assume the argument is positive. 

  3.    Write a recursive  void  method that has one parameter, which is a positive 
integer. When called, the method writes its argument to the screen backward. 
That is, if the argument is 1234 , it outputs the following to the screen: 

  4321    

  4.    Write a recursive  void  method that takes a single (positive)  int  argument  n  and 
writes the integers 1 ,  2, . . . , n  to the screen.   

  5.    Write a recursive  void  method that takes a single (positive)  int  argument  n  and 
writes integers n ,  n–1, . . . , 3, 2, 1  to the screen.  Hint:  The solution for 
 Self-Test Exercise 4  and this exercise vary by an exchange of as little as two lines.     

stack

  Stacks for Recursion ★ 

 To keep track of recursion, and a number of other things, most computer systems use 
a structure called a stack.  A  stack  is a very specialized kind of memory structure that 
is analogous to a stack of paper. In this analogy, there is an inexhaustible supply of 
extra blank sheets of paper. To place some information in the stack, it is written on 
one of these sheets of paper and placed on top of the stack of papers. To place more 
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information in the stack, a clean sheet of paper is taken, the information is written on 
it, and this new sheet of paper is placed on top of the stack. In this straightforward way, 
more and more information may be placed on the stack. 

  Getting information out of the stack is also accomplished by a very simple procedure. 
The top sheet of paper can be read, and when it is no longer needed, it is thrown away. 
There is one complication: Only the top sheet of paper is accessible. In order to read, 
say, the third sheet from the top, the top two sheets must be thrown away. Because the 
last sheet that is put on the stack is the first sheet taken off the stack, a stack is often 
called a last-in/first-out  memory structure, abbreviated as  LIFO .   

  Using a stack, the computer can easily keep track of recursion. Whenever a method 
is called, a new sheet of paper is taken. The method definition is copied onto this 
sheet of paper, and the arguments are plugged for the method parameters. Then the 
computer starts to execute the body of the method definition. When it encounters a 
recursive call, it stops the computation it is doing on that sheet in order to compute 
the value returned by the recursive call. But, before computing the recursive call, it 
saves enough information so that, when it does finally determine the value returned 
by the recursive call, it can continue the stopped computation. This saved information 
is written on a sheet of paper and placed on the stack. A new sheet of paper is used for 
the recursive call. The computer writes a second copy of the method definition on this 
new sheet of paper, plugs in the arguments for the method parameters, and starts to 
execute the recursive call. When it gets to a recursive call within the recursively called 
copy, it repeats the process of saving information on the stack and using a new sheet 
of paper for the new recursive call. This process is illustrated in the earlier subsection 
entitled  “Tracing a Recursive Call.”  Even though we did not call it a stack at the time, 
the illustrations of computations placed one on top of the other illustrate the actions 
of the stack.   

  This process continues until some recursive call to the method completes its 
computation without producing any more recursive calls. When this happens, the 
computer turns its attention to the top sheet of paper on the stack. This sheet contains 
the partially completed computation that is waiting for the recursive computation that 
just ended. So, it is possible to proceed with that suspended computation. When that 
suspended computation ends, the computer discards that sheet of paper and the 
suspended computation that is below it on the stack becomes the computation on 
top of the stack. The computer turns its attention to the suspended computation 
that is now on the top of the stack, and so forth. The process continues until the 
computation on the bottom sheet is completed. Depending on how many recursive 
calls are made and how the method definition is written, the stack may grow and 
shrink in any fashion. Notice that the sheets in the stack can only be accessed in a 
last-in/first-out fashion—but, this is exactly what is needed to keep track of recursive 
calls. Each suspended version is waiting for the completion of the version directly 
above it on the stack. 

 Of course, computers do not have stacks of paper. This is just an analogy. The 
computer uses portions of memory rather than pieces of paper. The contents of one 
of these portions of memory (“sheets of paper”) is called a stack frame  or  activation
record . These stack frames are handled in the last-in/first-out manner we just discussed. 

last-in/
first-out

activation
record

stack frame 
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(These stack frames do not contain a complete copy of the method definition, but 
merely reference a single copy of the method definition. However, a stack frame 
contains enough information to allow the computer to act as if the stack frame contains 
a complete copy of the method definition.)   

  PITFALL: Stack Overflow ★ 

 There is always some limit to the size of the stack. If there is a long chain in which a 
method makes a recursive call to itself, and that call results in another recursive call, 
and that call produces yet another recursive call, and so forth, then each recursive call 
in this chain will cause another suspended computation to be placed on the stack. If 
this chain is too long, then the stack will attempt to grow beyond its limit. This is 
an error condition known as a stack overflow . If you receive an error message that 
says stack overflow , it is likely that some method call has produced an excessively long 
chain of recursive calls. One common cause of stack overflow is infinite recursion. If 
a method is recursing infinitely, then it will eventually try to make the stack exceed 
any stack size limit. ■   

extra code on 
website

iterative
version

 Stack ★ 

A stack is a last-in/first-out memory structure. The first item referenced or removed from a 
stack is always the last item entered into the stack. Stacks are used by computers to keep 
track of recursion (and for other purposes). 

Recursion and 
the Stack 

VideoNote

  Recursion versus Iteration 

 Recursion is not absolutely necessary. In fact, some programming languages do not 
allow it. Any task that can be accomplished using recursion can also be done in some 
other way without using recursion. For example,  Display   11.2    contains a nonrecursive 
version of the method given in  Display   11.1   . The nonrecursive version of a method 
typically uses a loop (or loops) of some sort in place of recursion. For this reason, the 
nonrecursive version is usually referred to as an iterative version . If the definition of 
the method writeVertical  given in  Display   11.1    is replaced by the version given 
in  Display   11.2   , then the output will be the same. As is true in this case, a recursive 
version of a method can sometimes be much simpler than an iterative version.  The full 
program with the iterative version of the method is given in the file IterativeDemo1

on the accompanying website.      
   A recursively written method will usually run slower and use more storage than 

an equivalent iterative version. The computer must do extra work manipulating the 
stack to keep track of the recursion. However, because the system does all this for you 
automatically, using recursion can sometimes make your job as a programmer easier, 
and can sometimes produce code that is easier to understand. Additionally, there are 
some cases in which the compiler or JVM can convert a recursive algorithm into an 
iterative version for you.
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  Display 11.2   Iterative Version of the Method in  Display   11.1    

     1   public static void  writeVertical( int  n)   
    2  {   
    3       int  nsTens = 1;   
    4       int  leftEndPiece = n;   
    5       while  (leftEndPiece > 9)   
    6      {   
    7          leftEndPiece = leftEndPiece / 10;   
    8          nsTens = nsTens * 10;   
    9      }   
   10       //nsTens is a power of 10 that has the same number 
   11       //of digits as n. For example, if n is 2345, then
   12       //nsTens is 1000. 

   13       for  ( int  powerOf10 = nsTens;   
   14             powerOf10 > 0; powerOf10 = powerOf10 / 10)   
   15      {   
   16          System.out.println(n / powerOf10);   
   17          n = n % powerOf10;   
   18      }   
   19  }     

  11.2 Recursive Methods That Return a Value 

  To iterate is human, to recurse divine. 

  ANONYMOUS   

  Self-Test Exercises 

   6.     If your program produces an error message that says  stack overfl ow ,  what is a 
likely source of the error? 

   7.    Write an iterative version of the method  cheers  defi ned in  Self-Test Exercise 1 . 

   8.    Write an iterative version of the method defi ned in  Self-Test Exercise 2 .   

   9.    Write an iterative version of the method defi ned in  Self-Test Exercise 3 .   

  10.    Trace the recursive solution you made to  Self-Test Exercise 4 .   

  11.    Trace the recursive solution you made to  Self-Test Exercise 5 .      
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  General Form for a Recursive Method That Returns a Value 

 The recursive methods you have seen thus far are all  void  methods, but recursion is 
not limited to these methods. A recursive method can return a value of any type. The 
technique for designing recursive methods that return a value is basically the same 
as what you learned for void  methods. An outline for a successful recursive method 
definition that returns a value is as follows: 

•   One or more cases in which the value returned is computed in terms of calls to the 
same method (that is, using recursive calls). As is the case with void  methods, the 
arguments for the recursive calls should intuitively be “smaller.” 

•   One or more cases in which the value returned is computed without the use of any 
recursive calls. These cases without any recursive calls are called base cases  or  stopping 
cases  (just as they were with void methods).

 This technique is illustrated in the next Programming Example. 

   EXAMPLE:  Another Powers Method 

  In  Chapter   5   , we introduced the     static method  pow  of the class  Math , that computes 
powers. For example, Math.pow(2.0,3.0)  returns  2.03.0 , so the following sets the 
variable result  equal to  8.0 : 

   double  result = Math.pow(2.0, 3.0);  

 The method  pow  takes two arguments of type  double  and returns a value of type 
double .  Display   11.3    contains a recursive definition for a static method that is 
similar to pow , but that works with the type  int  rather than  double . This new 
method is called power . For example, the following will set the value of  result2
equal to 8 , because  2 3   is  8 :   

 int  result2 = power(2, 3);  

 Outside the defining class, this would be written as 

   int  result2 = RecursionDemo2.power(2, 3);  

 Our main reason for defining the method  power  is to have a simple example of a 
recursive method, but there are situations in which the method power  would be 
preferable to the method pow . The method  pow  returns a value of type  double , 
which is only an approximate quantity. The method power  returns a value of type 
int , which is an exact quantity. In some situations, you might need the additional 
accuracy provided by the method power . 

 The definition of the method  power  is based on the following formula: 

   xn  is equal to  x  n−1  *  x   
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 EXAMPLE: (continued) 

 Translating this formula into Java says that the value returned by  power(x, n)

should be the same as the value of the expression 

  power(x, n – 1)*x  

   The definition of the method  power  given in  Display   11.3    does return this value for  
power(x, n) , provided  n > 0 . 

 The case where  n  is equal to  0  is the stopping case. If  n  is  0 , then  power(x, n)

simply returns 1  (because x 0  is  1 ). 
 Let’s see what happens when the method  power  is called with some sample values. 

First, consider the simple expression: 

  power(2, 0)  

 When the method is called, the value of  x  is set equal to  2 , the value of  n  is set equal 
to 0 , and the code in the body of the method definition is executed. Because the 
value of n  is a legal value, the  if-else  statement is executed. Because this value of  n
is not greater than 0 , the  return  statement after the  else  is used, so the method call 
returns 1 . Thus, the following would set the value of result3 equal to 1:

   int  result3 = power(2, 0);  

 Now let’s look at an example that involves a recursive call. Consider the expression  

  power(2, 1)  

 When the method is called, the value of  x  is set equal to  2 , the value of  n  is set equal 
to 1 , and the code in the body of the method definition is executed. Because this 
value of n  is greater than  0 , the following  return  statement is used to determine the 
value returned: 

   return  ( power(x, n – 1)*x );  

 which in this case is equivalent to 

   return  ( power(2, 0)*2 );  

 At this point, the computation of  power(2, 1)  is suspended, a copy of this suspended 
computation is placed on the stack, and the computer then starts a new method call to 
compute the value of power(2, 0) . As you have already seen, the value of  power(2, 0)
is 1 . After determining the value of  power(2, 0) , the computer replaces the expression 

(continued)
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  Display 11.3   The Recursive Method power (part 1 of 2)  

    1   public class  RecursionDemo2   
    2  {   
    3       public static void  main(String[] args)   
    4      {   
    5           for  ( int  n = 0; n < 4; n++)   
    6              System.out.println("3 to the power " + n   
    7                 + " is " + power(3, n));   
    8      }   

    9       public static int power(int x, int n)    
   10      {   

EXAMPLE: (continued)

power(2, 0)  with its value of  1  and resumes the suspended computation. The resumed 
computation determines the final value for power(2, 1)  from the above  return
statement as 

  Power(2, 0)*2 is 1*2 which is 2  

   so the final value returned for  power(2, 1)  is  2 . So, the following would set the 
value of result4  equal to  2 : 

   int  result4 = power(2, 1);  

 Larger numbers for the second argument will produce longer chains of recursive calls. 
For example, consider the statement 

  System.out.println(power(2, 3));  

 The value of  power(2, 3)  is calculated as follows: 

  power(2, 3) is power(2, 2)*2   
   power(2, 2) is power(2, 1)*2   
     power(2, 1) is power(2, 0)*2   
       power(2, 0) is 1 (stopping case)  

 When the computer reaches the stopping case,  power(2, 0) , there are three suspended 
computations. After calculating the value returned for the stopping case, it resumes the 
most recently suspended computations to determine the value of power(2, 1) . After 
that, the computer completes each of the other suspended computations, using each 
value computed as a value to plug into another suspended computation, until it reaches 
and completes the computation for the original call power(2, 3) . The details of the 
entire computation are illustrated in  Display   11.4   . 
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  Display 11.3 The Recursive Method power (part 2 of 2)  

   11           if  (n < 0)   
   12          {   
   13              System.out.println("Illegal argument to power.");   
   14              System.exit(0);   
   15          }   
   16           if  (n > 0)   
   17               return ( power(x, n – 1)*x );    
    18           else   // n == 0 
   19                return  (1);   
   20      }   
   21  }   

   Sample Dialogue   

   3 to the power 0 is 1 
 3 to the power 1 is 3 
 3 to the power 2 is 9 
 3 to the power 3 is 27     

  Display   11.4    Evaluating the Recursive Method Call power(2,3) 

1

power(2, 0) *2

 power(2, 1) *2

      power(2, 2) *2

          power(2, 3)

Start Here

1

     1      *2

    1*2  is 2

       2      *2

      2*2  is 4

            4      *2

      4*2  is 8

             8

power(2, 3) is 8           
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  Self-Test Exercises 

  12.    What is the output of the following program? 

   public class  Exercise12   
 { 
        public static void  main(String[] args)   
     {  
          System.out.println(mystery(3));  
      }  

       public static int  mystery( int  n)  
      {  
           if  (n <= 1)   
              return  1;    
         else    
              return  ( mystery(n − 1) + n );   
     } 
   }    

  13.     What is the output of the following program? What well-known mathematical 
method is rose ?   

 public class  Exercise13   
 {   
      public static void  main(String[] args)  
      {   
         System.out.println(rose(4));  
      }  

       public static int  rose( int  n)   
     {   
          if  (n <= 0)   
              return  1;   
          else    
              return  ( rose(n – 1) * n );   
     }  
  }    

  14.     Redefine the method  power  ( Display   11.3   ) so that it also works for negative 
exponents. To do this, you also have to change the type of the value returned to 
double . The method heading for the redefined version of  power  is as follows:    

 /**    
   Precondition: If n < 0, then x is not 0. 
 Returns x to the power n. 
*/
  public static double  power( int  x,  int  n)  

Hint:   x-n  is equal to 1√(xn ).      
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  11.3 Thinking Recursively 

  There are two kinds of people in the world, those who divide the world into 
two kinds of people and those who do not. 

  ANONYMOUS   

  Recursive Design Techniques 

 When defining and using recursive methods, you do not want to be continually aware 
of the stack and the suspended computations. The power of recursion comes from the 
fact that you can ignore that detail and let the computer do the bookkeeping for you. 
Consider the example of the method power  in  Display   11.3   . The way to think of the 
definition of power  is as follows:  

 power(x, n) returns power(x, n – 1)*x  

 Because  x n   is equal to  x n–1 *x , this is the correct value to return, provided that the 
computation will always reach a stopping case and will correctly compute the stopping 
case. So, after checking that the recursive part of the definition is correct, all you need 
to check is that the chain of recursive calls will always reach a stopping case and that the 
stopping case will always return the correct value. In other words, all that you need to 
do is check that the following three properties are satisfied: 

   1.   There is no infi nite recursion. (A recursive call may lead to another recursive 
call, which may lead to another, and so forth, but every such chain of recursive 
calls eventually reaches a stopping case.) 

    2.   Each stopping case returns the correct value for that case.  

  3.   For the cases that involve recursion:  if  all recursive calls return the correct value, 
then  the fi nal value returned by the method is the correct value.   

 For example, consider the method  power  in  Display   11.3   : 

   1.    There is no infinite recursion : The second argument to power(x, n) is
decreased by one in each recursive call, so any chain of recursive calls must eventually 
reach the case  power(x, 0) , which is the stopping case. Thus, there is no infi nite 
recursion. 

  2.    Each stopping case returns the correct value for that case : The only stopping 
case is power(x, 0) . A call of the form  power(x, 0)  always returns  1 , and the 
correct value for  x0  is  1 . So, the stopping case returns the correct value.  

  3.    For the cases that involve recursion, if all recursive calls return the correct 
value, then the final value returned by the method is the correct value : The only 
case that involves recursion is when  n > 1 . When  n > 1 ,    power(x, n) returns 

  power(x, n – 1)*x.

criteria for 
methods that 
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 To see that this is the correct value to return, note that,  if   power(x, n  –  1)  returns 
the correct value, then   power(x, n – 1)  returns  x n–1   and so  power(x, n)  returns 

 x n–1  * x, which is x n  

 This is the correct value for  power(x, n) .   

 That is all you need to check to be sure that the definition of  power  is correct. (The 
previous technique is known as mathematical induction ,  a concept that you may have 
heard about in a mathematics class. However, you do not need to be familiar with the 
term mathematical induction  to use this technique.) 

 We gave you three criteria to use in checking the correctness of a recursive method 
that returns a value. Basically, the same rules can be applied to a recursive void

method. If you show that your recursive void  method definition satisfies the following 
three criteria, then you will know that your void  method performs correctly:     

    1.   There is no infi nite recursion.  
  2.   Each stopping case performs the correct action for that case.  
  3.   For each of the cases that involve recursion,  if  all recursive calls perform their 

actions correctly,  then  the entire case performs correctly.    

  Binary Search ★ 

 In this subsection, we will develop a recursive method that searches an array to find out 
whether it contains a specified value. For example, the array may contain a list of the 
numbers for credit cards that are no longer valid. A store clerk needs to search the list 
to see if a customer’s card is valid or invalid. 

 The indices of the array  a  are the integers  0  through  finalIndex . To make the task 
of searching the array easier, we will assume that the array is sorted. Hence, we know 
the following: 

 a[0] ≤ a[1] ≤ a[2] ≤ … ≤ a[finalIndex]  

 In fact, the binary search algorithm we will use requires that the array be sorted 
like this. 

 When searching an array, you are likely to want to know both whether the value is 
in the array and, if it is, where it is in the array. For example, if you are searching for a 
credit card number, then the array index may serve as a record number. Another array 
indexed by these same indices may hold a phone number or other information to use 
for reporting the suspicious card. Hence, if the sought-after value is in the array, we 
will have our method return an index of where the sought-after value is located. If the 
value is not in the array, our method will return –1 . (The array may contain repeats, 
which is why we say “an index” and not “the index.”) 

 Now let us proceed to produce an algorithm to solve this task. It will help to 
visualize the problem in very concrete terms. Suppose the list of numbers is so long 
that it takes a book to list them all. This is in fact how invalid credit card numbers are 
distributed to stores that do not have access to computers. If you are a clerk and are 
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handed a credit card, you must check to see if it is on the list and hence invalid. How 
would you proceed? Open the book to the middle and see if the number is there. If 
it is not and it is smaller than the middle number, then work backward toward the 
beginning of the book. If the number is larger than the middle number, you work your 
way toward the end of the book. This idea produces our first draft of an algorithm: 

 mid = approximate midpoint between 0 and finalIndex;   
  if  (key == a[mid])   
      return  mid;   
  else if  (key < a[mid])   
     search a[0] through a[mid – 1];   
  else if  (key > a[mid])   
     search a[mid + 1] through a[finalIndex];  

 Because the searchings of the shorter lists are smaller versions of the very task we are 
designing the algorithm to perform, this algorithm naturally lends itself to the use of 
recursion. The smaller lists can be searched with recursive calls to the algorithm itself. 

 Our pseudocode is a bit too imprecise to be easily translated into Java code. The 
problem has to do with the recursive calls. There are two recursive calls shown: 

 search a[0] through a[mid – 1];  

                 and  
 search a[mid + 1] through a[finalIndex];  

 To implement these recursive calls, we need two more parameters. A recursive call 
specifies that a subrange of the array is to be searched. In one case, it is the elements 
indexed by  0  through  mid – 1 . In the other case, it is the elements indexed by  mid + 1
through  finalIndex . The two extra parameters will specify the first and last indices of 
the search, so we will call them  first  and  last . Using these parameters for the lowest 
and highest indices, instead of 0  and  finalIndex , we can express the pseudocode more 
precisely as follows:     

 To search a[first]  through a[last]  do the following:  
 mid = approximate midpoint between first and last;   
  if  (key == a[mid])   
      return  mid;   
  else if  (key < a[mid])   
      return  the result of searching a[first] through a[mid – 1];   
  else if  (key > a[mid])   
      return  the result of searching a[mid + 1] through a[last];  

 To search the entire array, the algorithm would be executed with  first  set equal to 
0  and  last  set equal to  finalIndex . The recursive calls will use other values for  first
and last . For example, the first recursive call would set  first  equal to  0  and  last
equal to the calculated value mid – 1 . 

 As with any recursive algorithm, we must ensure that our algorithm ends rather than 
producing infinite recursion. If the sought-after number is found on the list, then there 
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is no recursive call and the process terminates, but we need some way to detect when 
the number is not on the list. On each recursive call, the value of first  is increased or 
the value of last  is decreased. If they ever pass each other and  first  actually becomes 
larger than last , then we will know that there are no more indices left to check and 
that the number key  is not in the array. If we add this test to our pseudocode, we 
obtain a complete solution, as shown in Display  11.5   .     

  Now we can routinely translate the pseudocode into Java code. The result is shown 
in  Display   11.6   . The method  search  is an implementation of the recursive algorithm 
given in  Display   11.5   . A diagram of how the method performs on a sample array is 
given in Display  11.7   .  Display   11.8    illustrates how the method  search  is used. 

 Notice that the method  search  solves a more general problem than the original 
task. Our goal was to design a method to search an entire array. Yet the method will 
let us search any interval of the array by specifying the indices first  and  last . This 
is common when designing recursive methods. Frequently, it is necessary to solve a 
more general problem in order to be able to express the recursive algorithm. In this 
case, we want only the answer in the case where first  and  last  are set equal to  0
and finalIndex . However, the recursive calls will set them to values other than  0  and 
finalIndex . 

  Display 11.5   Pseudocode for Binary Search ★    

   ALGORITHM TO SEARCH a[first] THROUGH a[last]     

/**
 Precondition: 
     a[first]<= a[first + 1] <= a[first + 2] <= … <= a[last] 
*/

     TO LOCATE THE VALUE KEY     

    if  (first > last)  //A stopping case 
        return  –1;   
    else    
   {   
       mid = approximate midpoint between first and last;   
        if  (key == a[mid]) //A stopping case 
            return  mid;   
        else if  key < a[mid] //A case with recursion 
            return  the result of searching a[first] through a[mid – 1];   
        else if  key > a[mid]  //A case with recursion 
            return  the result of searching a[mid + 1] through a[last];   
   }     

algorithm
final version 
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  Display 11.6   Recursive Method for Binary Search ★ 

     1   public class  BinarySearch   
    2  {   
    3       /**
    4        Searches the array a for key. If key is not in the array segment,
5        then –1 is     returned. Otherwise returns an index in the segment such 

that key == a[index]. 
    6        Precondition: a[first] <= a[first + 1]<= … <= a[last] 
    7       */    
    8       public static int  search( int [] a,  int  first,  int  last,  int  key)   
    9      {   
   10           int  result = 0;  //to keep the compiler happy. 

   11           if  (first > last)   
   12              result = –1;   
   13           else    
   14          {   
   15               int  mid = (first + last)/2;   

   16               if  (key == a[mid])   
   17                  result = mid;   
   18               else if  (key < a[mid])   
   19                  result = search(a, first, mid – 1, key);   
   20               else if  (key > a[mid])   
   21                  result = search(a, mid + 1, last, key);   
   22          }   
   23           return  result;   
   24      }   
   25  }     

 In the earlier subsection entitled  “Tracing a Recursive Call,”  we gave three criteria 
that you should check to ensure that a recursive void  method definition is correct. 
Let’s check these three things for the method search  given in  Display   11.6   : 

   1.    There is no infinite recursion : On each recursive call, the value of  first  is 
 increased or the value of  last  is decreased. If the chain of recursive calls does 
not end in some other way, then eventually the method will be called with 
first  larger than  last , which is a stopping case.  

  2.    Each stopping case performs the correct action for that case : There are two stop-
ping cases, when first > last  and when  key == a[mid] . Let’s consider each case. 

  If  first > last , there are no array elements between  a[first]  and  a[last] , 
so key  is not in this segment of the array. (Nothing is in this segment of the 
 array!) So, if  first > last , the method  search  correctly returns  –1 ,  indicating 
that key  is not in the specifi ed range of the array. 

  If  key == a[mid] , the algorithm correctly sets  location  equal to  mid . Thus, 
both stopping cases are correct. 
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Display 11.7 Execution of the Method search ★

key is 63

a[0]  15

a[1]  20

a[2]  35

a[3]  41

a[4]  57

a[5]  63

a[6]  75

a[7]  80

a[8]  85

a[9]  90

a[0]  15

a[1]  20

a[2]  35

a[3]  41

a[4]  57

a[5]  63

a[6]  75

a[7]  80

a[8]  85

a[9]  90

  first == 0

mid = (0 + 9)/2

last == 9

mid = (5 + 9)/2

first == 5

last == 9

last == 6

mid = (5 + 6)/2 which is 5
a[mid] is a[5] == 63
key was found.
return 5.

first == 5

next

next

Not in
this half

Not here

a[0]  15

a[1]  20

a[2]  35

a[3]  41

a[4]  57

a[5]  63

a[6]  75

a[7]  80

a[8]  85

a[9]  90
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 Display 11.8   Using the search Method ★  

     1   public class  BinarySearchDemo   
    2  {   
    3       public static void  main(String[] args)   
    4      {   
    5           int [] a = {–2, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16};   
    6           int  finalIndex = 9;   

    7          System.out.println("Array contains:");   
   8           for  ( int  i = 0; i < a.length; i++)   
    9               System.out.print(a[i] + " ");   
   10          System.out.println();   
   11          System.out.println();   

   12           int  result;   
   13           for  ( int  key = –3; key < 5; key++)   
   14          {   
   15              result = BinarySearch.search(a, 0, finalIndex, key);   
   16               if  (result >= 0)   
   17                  System.out.println(key + " is at index " + result);   
   18                else    
   19                   System.out.println(key + " is not in the array.");   
   20          }   
   21      }   
   22  }   

   Sample Dialogue   

   Array contains: 
 –2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

 –3 is not in the array. 
 –2 is at index 0 
 –1 is not in the array. 
 0 is at index 1 
 1 is not in the array. 
 2 is at index 2 
 3 is not in the array. 
 4 is at index 3    
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  3.    For each of the cases that involve recursion, if all recursive calls perform 
their actions correctly, then the entire case performs correctly : There are two 
cases in which there are recursive calls, when  key < a[mid]  and when  key > 
a[mid] . We need to check each of these two cases. 

 First, suppose  key < a[mid] . In this case, because the array is sorted, we know 
that if key  is anywhere in the array, then  key  is one of the elements  a[first]
through  a[mid – 1] . Thus, the method need only search these elements, which 
is exactly what the recursive call 

  search(a, first, mid – 1, key)  

 does. So if the recursive call is correct, then the entire action is correct. 

 Next, suppose  key > a[mid] . In this case, because the array is sorted, we know 
that if key  is anywhere in the array, then  key  is one of the elements  a[mid + 1]
through  a[last] . Thus, the method need only search these elements, which is 
exactly what the recursive call 

  search(a, mid + 1, last, key)  

 does. So if the recursive call is correct, then the entire action is correct. Thus, in 
both cases, the method performs the correct action (assuming that the recursive 
calls perform the correct action). 

 The method  search  passes all three of our tests, so it is a good recursive method definition.      

  Efficiency of Binary Search ★ 

 The binary search algorithm is extremely fast compared to an algorithm that simply 
tries all array elements in order. In the binary search, you eliminate about half the array 
from consideration right at the start. You then eliminate a quarter, then an eighth of the 
array, and so forth. These savings add up to a dramatically fast algorithm. For an array 
of 100 elements, the binary search will never need to compare more than 7 array elements 
to the key. A serial search could compare as many as 100 array elements to the key, and 
on the average will compare about 50 array elements to the key. Moreover, the larger 
the array is, the more dramatic the savings will be. On an array with 1,000 elements, 
the binary search will only need to compare about 10 array elements to the key value, as 
compared to an average of 500 for the serial search algorithm.  1

 An iterative version of the method  search  is given in  Display   11.9   . On some 
systems, the iterative version will run more efficiently than the recursive version. The 
algorithm for the iterative version was derived by mirroring the recursive version. In the 
iterative version, the local variables first  and  last  mirror the roles of the parameters 
in the recursive version, which are also named first  and  last . As this example 

1  The binary search algorithm has worst-case running time that is logarithmic—that is,  O (log  n ). The 
serial search algorithm is linear—that is, O ( n ). If the terms used in this footnote are not familiar to 
you, you can safely ignore it. 

iterative
version
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illustrates, it often makes sense to derive a recursive algorithm even if you expect 
to later convert it to an iterative algorithm.  You can see the iterative method from 
 Display   11.9    embedded in a full demonstration in the files  IterativeBinarySearch.
java  and IterativeBinarySearchDemo.java  on the accompanying website.       

 Display 11.9   Iterative Version of Binary Search ★ 

     1   /**    
    2    Searches the array a for key. If key is not in the array segment, then 
 3      –  1 is         returned. Otherwise returns an index in the segment such that key 

== a[index].
    4    Precondition: a [lowEnd] <= a[lowEnd + 1]<= … <= a[highEnd]    
    5   */    
    6   public static int  search( int [] a,  int  lowEnd,  int  highEnd,  int  key)   
    7  {   
    8       int  first = lowEnd;   
    9       int  last = highEnd;   
   10       int  mid;   

   11       boolean  found =  false ; //so far 
   12       int  result = 0; //to keep compiler happy 

   13       while  ( (first <= last) && !(found) )   
   14      {   
   15          mid = (first + last)/2;   

   16           if  (key == a[mid])   
   17          {   
   18              found =  true ;   
   19              result = mid;   
   20          }   
   21           else if  (key < a[mid])   
   22          {   
   23              last = mid – 1;   
   24          }   
   25           else if  (key > a[mid])   
   26          {   
   27              first = mid + 1;   
   28          }   
   29      }   

   30       if  (first > last)   
   31          result = –1;   
   32       return  result;   
   33  }    

extra code 
on website 
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 Most modern compilers will convert certain simple recursive method definitions to 
iterative ones before running the program. A method that uses tail recursion  has the 
property that it does nothing after the recursive call except return the method’s value. 
In this case, a tail recursive method can be easily converted to an equivalent iterative 
solution. This operation may be performed by the compiler or by the JVM. 

tail
recursion

   EXAMPLE:  Finding a File 

 The next program is an example where a recursive solution is much easier to write 
and understand than an iterative solution. Consider the problem of finding a file 
buried somewhere in your file system. For example, using the Windows file system, 
let’s say that you have the following file and directory structure on your hard drive: 

 Display 11.10   Sample File System Structure 

   C:\   
      JavaPrograms\   
          Recursion\   
             FindFile.java   
             BinarySearch.java   
          Homework\   
             Homework1.java   
             Homework2.java   
          Test.java   
       Papers\   
          TermPaper.odt   
          Workfile.docx   
       Letter.txt    

  Self-Test Exercise 

  15.    Write a recursive method defi nition for the following method:   

/**
   Precondition: n >= 1   
  Returns the sum of the squares of the numbers 1 through n. 
  */
 public static int  squares( int  n)  

   For example,  squares(3)  returns  14  because 1 2 + 2 2 + 3 2  is 14.    
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  We would like to find the location of a file given its name. For example, given 
TermPaper.odt , we would like to know that it is located in  C:\Papers . Given 
FindFile.java , we would like to know that it is located in  C:\JavaPrograms\
Recursion . The general solution is to start at some root directory, such as  C:\ , and 
to go through all the items in that directory. If an item is a file, check if it matches the 
target. If an item is a directory, then make a recursive call to restart the search using 
that directory as the new root directory. 

 Pseudocode of our recursive solution follows: 

 searchForFile(currentPath, targetFile) 
   if currentPath is not a directory 
           return error 
  for every item i in currentPath 
      if i is a directory 
           r = searchForFile(i, targetFile) 
           if r is a successful match 
              return r  
   if i is a file  
      if i matches targetFile  
              return path to file i  
 return target not found 

 To implement our algorithm, we need a way to determine if a path is a directory or 
a file, and we need to find a way to get all of the items within a directory. Java’s File
object will do all of this for us. To use it, we must import java.io.File . Here is the 
relevant constructor and methods: 

 CONSTRUCTORS AND METHODS  DESCRIPTION 

  File(String pathname)  The constructor takes a pathname and creates a 
 File  object corresponding to the file or directory 
with that pathname. 

  String getAbsolutePath()  Returns the pathname of the  File  object, e.g., 
 C:\Papers\TermPaper.odt . 

  String getName()  Returns the name of the  File  object, e.g., 
 TermPaper.odt . 

  boolean isDirectory()  Returns  true  if the  File  object is a directory. 

  File[] listFiles()  If the  File  object is a directory then this returns 
an array of  File  objects corresponding to all the 
items within the directory. 

 Using the  File  object, we can implement the recursive algorithm to find a file. The 
implementation in  Display   11.11    returns an empty string if the target file is not found. If 
the initial root folder supplied is not a directory, then an error message is returned. The 
sample results assume the program runs using the directory structure given in  Display   11.10   . 
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 Display 11.11   Program to Recursively Find a File 

   1   import  java.io.File;  
   2   public class  FindFile  
   3  {  
   4     public static  String searchForFile(File dir, String target)  
   5    {  
   6      String result = "";  
   7       // If dir is not a directory, return   
   8       if  (!dir.isDirectory())  
   9            return  "Path is not a directory.";  
  10  
  11       // Check each item in the directory 
  12       for  (File folderItem : dir.listFiles())  
  13      {  
  14            // Recurse if it's a directory   
  15            if  (folderItem.isDirectory())  
  16           {  
  17               result = searchForFile(folderItem,target);  
  18                // Return the result if it is not empty   
  19                if  (!result.equals(""))  
  20                      return  result;  
  21           }  
  22            // If it's a file, check for a match   
  23            else   
  24           {  
  25                if  (folderItem.getName().equals(target))  
  26                      return  folderItem.getAbsolutePath();  
  27           }  
  28      }  
  29       // If we got here, nothing was found   
  30       return  "";  
  31    }  
  32  
  33     public static void  main(String[] args)  
  34    {  
  35       // The root folder to search 
  36      File rootFolder =  new  File("C:\\");  
  37      String result = searchForFile(rootFolder, "FindFile.java");  
  38       if  (!result.equals(""))  
  39             System.out.println(result);  
  40       else   
  41             System.out.println("File not found.");  
  42    }  
  43  }  

  Sample Dialogue Using Directory Structure of  Display   11.10     

  C:\JavaPrograms\Recursion\FindFile.java  
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     Chapter Summary 

•   If a problem can be reduced to smaller instances of the same problem, then a recursive 
solution is likely to be easy to find and implement. 

•   A recursive algorithm for a method definition normally contains two kinds of cases: 
one or more cases that include at least one recursive call and one or more stopping 
cases in which the problem is solved without any recursive calls. 

•   When writing a recursive method definition, always check to see that the method will 
not produce infinite recursion. 

•   When you define a recursive method, use the three criteria given in the subsection 
 “Recursive Design Techniques”  to check that the method is correct.  

•   When you design a recursive method to solve a task, it is often necessary to solve 
a more general problem than the given task. This may be required to allow for the 
proper recursive calls, because the smaller problems may not be exactly the same 
problem as the given task. For example, in the binary search problem, the task was to 
search an entire array, but the recursive solution is an algorithm to search any portion 
of the array (either all of it or a part of it). 

  Answers to Self-Test Exercises 

   1.    Hip Hip Hurray   

   2.     public static void  stars( int  n)  
  {  
      System.out.print('*');  
       if  (n > 1)  
          stars(n – 1);  
  }  

   The following answer to  Self-Test Exercise 3  is also correct, but is more 
 complicated.  

    Self-Test Exercises 

  16.    How might you write a nonrecursive version of the program in  Display   11.11   ? 
You do not have to write actual code, just think of what approach you might use.   

  17.    The program in  Display   11.11    could make thousands of recursive calls if you 
have a lot of subdirectories on your hard drive. Why is it unlikely that you will 
encounter a stack overfl ow error?   

  18.    What is the stopping case in  Display   11.11   ?       
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   3.     public static void  stars( int  n)  
  {  

       if  (n <= 1)  
      {  
          System.out.print('*');  
      }  
       else   
      {  
          stars(n – 1);  
          System.out.print('*');  
      }  
  }  

   public static void  backward( int  n)  
  {  
       if  (n < 10)  
      {  
          System.out.print(n);  
      }  
       else   
      {  
          System.out.print(n%10); //write last digit
          backward(n/10); //write the other digits backward   
      }  
  }   

   4.     public static void  writeUp( int  n)  
  {  
       if  (n >= 1)  
      {  
          writeUp(n – 1);  
          System.out.print(n + " ");  //write while the

//recursion unwinds
      }  
  }   

   5.     public static void  writeDown( int  n)  
  {  
       if  (n >= 1)  
      {  
          System.out.print(n + " "); //write while the

//recursion winds 
          writeDown(n – 1);  
      }  
  }   

   6.   An error message that says  stack overflow  is telling you that the computer has 
 attempted to place more stack frames on the stack than are allowed on your system. 
A likely cause of this error message is infinite recursion. 
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   7.     public static void  cheers( int  n)  
  {  
       while  (n > 1)  
      {  
          System.out.print("Hip ");  
          n--;  
      }  
      System.out.println("Hurray");  
  }   

   8.     public static void  stars( int  n)  
  {  
       for  ( int  count = 1; count <= n; count++)  
          System.out.print('*');  
  }   

   9.     public static void  backward( int  n)  
  {  
       while  (n >= 10)  
      {  
          System.out.print(n%10); //write last digit
          n = n/10; //discard the last digit
      }  
      System.out.print(n);  
  }   

  10.   The trace for  Self-Test Exercise 4 : If  n = 3 , the code to be executed is 

   if  (3 >= 1)  
  {  
      writeUp(2);  
      System.out.print(3 + " ");  
  }  

 The execution is suspended before the  System.out.println . On the next recursion, 
n = 2 ; the code to be executed is 

   if  (2 >= 1)  
  {  
      writeUp(1);  
      System.out.print(2 + " ");  
  }  

 The execution is suspended before the  System.out.println . On the next recursion, 
n = 1  and the code to be executed is 

   if  (1 >= 1)  
  {   
      writeUp(0);  
      System.out.print(1 + " ");  
  }  
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 The execution is suspended before the  System.out.println . On the final recursion, 
n = 0  and the code to be executed is 

   if  (0 >= 1)  // condition false, body skipped
  {  
    // skipped 

  }  

 The suspended computations are completed from the most recent to the least 
recent. The output is 1 2 3 .  

  11.   The trace for  Self-Test Exercise 5 : If  n = 3 , the code to be executed is 

   if  (3 >= 1)  
  {  
      System.out.print(3 + " ");  
      writeDown(2);  
  }   

 Next recursion,  n = 2 , the code to be executed is 

   if  (2 >= 1)  
  {  

      System.out.print(2 + " ");  
      writeDown(1)  
  }  

 Next recursion,  n = 1 , the code to be executed is 

   if  (1 >= 1)  
  {  
      System.out.print(1 + " ");  
      writeDown(0)  
  }  

 Final recursion,  n = 0 , and the  if  statement does nothing, ending the recursive calls: 

   if  (0 >= 1)  // condition false 
  {  
    // this clause is skipped 
  }  

 The output is  3 2 1 .  

  12.    6

  13.   The output is  24 . The method  rose  is the factorial method, usually written as  n!
and defined as follows: 

n!  is equal to  n *( n – 1)*(n – 2)*…*1
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  14.     public static double power(int x, int n)  
  {  
       if  (n < 0 && x == 0)  
      {  
          System.out.println(  
                    "Illegal argument to power.");  
          System.exit(0);  
      }  

       if  (n < 0)  
           return  ( 1/power(x, – n));  
       else if  (n > 0)  
           return  ( power(x, n – 1)*x );  
       else  // n == 0
           return  (1.0);  
  }   

  15.     public static int squares(int n)
  {  
       if  (n <= 1)  
           return  1;  
       else   
           return  ( squares(n – 1) + n*n );  
  }  

 16. One approach is to keep a list of all directories that have been encountered. The 
list could be implemented with an array. Initially, this list would be set to the root 
directory. While there is at least one directory on the list, repeat the following: 

       •   Remove a directory from the list. 
❍    Find all files within the directory. If one of these files matches the target, 

return the pathname to the file. 
❍   Find all subdirectories within the directory. Add each subdirectory to 

the list.     

 This approach is a little more complicated than the recursive version because we 
have to manage the list. In the recursive version, the list is essentially managed for 
us through the series of recursive calls. 

  17.   A stack overflow in the context of recursion occurs when there is a long chain of 
recursive calls. In the FindFile program, one link of this chain is created when a 
subdirectory is in another directory. To create a stack overflow, we would need to 
have a folder in a folder, which is in a folder, which is in a folder, etc. How many 
folders must be linked in this way to cause a stack overflow will vary from one 
system to another, but you can expect hundreds would be necessary, an unlikely 
scenario in a typical file system. Although there could be thousands of recursive 
calls when searching for a file, there will likely be many short chains instead of 
single long chains. This allows recursive calls to exit and prevent a stack overflow. 

  18.   Recursion stops if the file passed in is not a directory, if there are no subdirectories 
in the directory, or after all subdirectories have been recursively called. If a match 
is found, then recursion also stops. 
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  Programming Projects 

   Visit www.myprogramminglab.com to complete select exercises online and get instant 
feedback.

   1.    A savings account typically accrues savings using compound interest. If you deposit 
$1,000 with a 10% interest rate per year, then after one year you have a total of 
$1,100. If you leave this money in the account for another year at 10% interest, 
then after two years the total will be $1,210. After three years, you would have 
$1,331, and so on. 

 Write a program that inputs the amount of money to deposit, an interest rate per 
year, and the number of years the money will accrue compound interest. Write a 
recursive function that calculates the amount of money that will be in the savings 
account using the input information. 

 To verify your function, the amount should be equal to  P(1 + i) n  , where P  is the 
amount initially saved, i  is the interest rate per year, and  n  is the number of years. 

   2.    There are  n  people in a room, where  n  is an integer greater than or equal to 1. Each 
person shakes hands once with every other person. What is the total number, h(n) , 
of handshakes? Write a recursive function to solve this problem. To get you started, 
if there are only one or two people in the room, then
 handshake(1) = 0  
  handshake(2) = 1  

 If a third person enters the room, he or she must shake hands with each of the 
two people already there. This is two handshakes in addition to the number 
of handshakes that would be made in a room of two people, or a total of three 
handshakes.

 If a fourth person enters the room, he or she must shake hands with each of the 
three people already present. This is three handshakes in addition to the number 
of handshakes that would be made in a room of three people, or six handshakes. 

 If you can generalize this to  n  handshakes, then it should help you write the 
recursive solution. 

   3.    Consider a frame of bowling pins shown below, where each  *  represents a pin: 

      *  

     * *  

    * * *  

   * * * *  

  * * * * *    

  There are 5 rows and a total of 15 pins. 

 If we had only the top 4 rows, then there would be a total of 10 pins. 

 If we had only the top three rows, then there would be a total of six pins. 

 If we had only the top two rows, then there would be a total of three pins. 

 If we had only the top row, then there would be a total of one pin. 

Solution to 
Programming
Project 11.3 

VideoNote

www.myprogramminglab.com
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 Write a recursive function that takes as input the number of rows  n  and outputs 
the total number of pins that would exist in a pyramid with n  rows. Your program 
should allow for values of n  that are larger than 5.   

   4.    The game of “Jump It” consists of a board with  n  positive integers in a row except 
for the first column, which always contains zero. These numbers represent the cost 
to enter each column. Here is a sample game board where n  is 6:    

 0  3  80  6  59  10 

 The object of the game is to move from the first column to the last column in the 
lowest total cost. The number in each column represents the cost to enter that 
column. Always start the game in the first column and have two types of moves. You 
can either move to the adjacent column or jump over the adjacent column to land 
two columns over. The cost of a game is the sum of the costs of the visited columns. 

 In the board shown above, there are several ways to get to the end. Starting in the 
first column, our cost so far is 0. We could jump to 80, then jump to 57, then 
move to 10 for a total cost of 80 + 57 + 10 = 147. However, a cheaper path would 
be to move to 3, jump to 6, then jump to 10, for a total cost of 3 + 6 + 10 = 19. 

 Write a recursive solution to this problem that computes the cheapest cost of the 
game and outputs this value for an arbitrarily large game board represented as an 
array. Your program does not have to output the actual sequence of jumps, only 
the cheapest cost of this sequence. After making sure that your solution works on 
small arrays, test your solution on boards of larger and larger values of n  to get a 
feel for how efficient and scalable your solution is. 

   5.    Write a recursive method definition for a static method that has one parameter  n
of type int  and that returns the  n th Fibonacci number. The Fibonacci numbers 
are F0  is 1,  F1  is 1,  F2  is 2,  F3  is 3,  F4  is 5, and in general 

   Fi+2 = Fi + Fi+1 for i = 0, 1, 2, …

 Place the method in a class that has a  main  that tests the method.   

   6.    The formula for computing the number of ways of choosing  r  different things from 
a set of n  things is the following: 

C(n, r)= n!/(r!*(n – r)!)

 The factorial method  n!  is defined by 

n!= n*(n – 1)*(n – 2)*…*1   

 Discover a recursive version of the formula for  C  ( n ,  r ) and write a recursive 
method that computes the value of the formula. Place the method in a class that 
has a main  that tests the method.   

   7.     Towers of Hanoi.  There is a story about Buddhist monks who are playing this 
puzzle with 64 stone disks. The story claims that when the monks finish moving 
the disks from one post to a second via the third post, time will end. 
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 A stack of  n  disks of decreasing size (from bottom to top) is placed on one of three 
posts. The task is to move the disks one at a time from the first post to the second. 
To do this, any disk can be moved from any post to any other post, subject to the 
rule that you can never place a larger disk over a smaller disk. The (spare) third 
post is provided to make the solution possible. Your task is to write a recursive 
static method that gives instructions for a solution to this problem. We do not 
want to bother with graphics, so you should output a sequence of instructions 
that will solve the problem. The number of disks is a parameter to the method. 

Hint:  If you could move up  n–1  of the disks from the first post to the third post 
using the second post as a spare, the last disk could be moved from the first post 
to the second post. Then, by using the same technique (whatever that may be), 
you can move the n–1  disks from the third post to the second post, using the 
first disk as a spare. There! You have the puzzle solved. You have only to decide 
what the nonrecursive case is, what the recursive case is, and when to output 
instructions to move the disks. 

   8.    Write a recursive method named  contains  with the following header: 

public static boolean contains(String haystack, String needle)  

 The method should return  true  if  needle  is contained within  haystack  and 
false  if  needle  is not in  haystack . For example, 

  contains("Java programming", "ogr") should return true  

  contains("Java programming", "grammy") should return false  

 You are not allowed to use the  substring  method to find a match. 

   9.    The program to recursively find a file in  Display   11.11    stops searching when the 
first match is found. Modify the program so that if there are multiple files with the 
same name in different directories, then all matching files are found and output. 
The simplest way to do this is to output all matches in the recursive method with 
a print statement. For a more challenging version, modify the method to return 
an array of Strings containing the pathnames of all matching files. It can return 
null  or an empty array if there are no matches. Feel free to create additional helper 
classes if needed (e.g., to manage the number of items in the array of Strings).  In 
 Chapter   14   , we will introduce  ArrayLists , which make it easier to create an array-
like structure with an arbitrary number of entries.    

  10.    Given the definition of a 2D array such as the following, 

  String[][] data = {  
      {"A", "B"},  
      {"1", "2"},  
      {"XX","YY","ZZ"}  
  };  
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 write a recursive program that outputs all combinations of each subarray in order. 
In the previous example, the desired output (although it does not have to be in 
this order) is 

  A 1 XX  
  A 1 YY  
  A 1 ZZ  
  A 2 XX  
  A 2 YY  
  A 2 ZZ  
  B 1 XX  
  B 1 YY  
  B 1 ZZ  
  B 2 XX  
  B 2 YY  
  B 2 ZZ  

 Your program should work with arbitrarily sized arrays in either dimension. For 
example, the following data 

  String[][] data = {  
      {"A"},  
      {"1"},  
      {"2"},  
      {"XX","YY"}  
  };  

 should output: 

  A 1 2 YY  
  A 1 2 YY          
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